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Technology That Takes Enteroscopy to the Next Level of Efficiency
The PowerSpiral allows for fast and gentle access to reach deep into the small intestine by pleating the small bowel onto the enteroscope using a spiral segment. This is achieved via the integrated motor, which rotates the single-use PowerSpiral overtube that is equipped with soft spiral-shaped fins that gently follow the mucosa. The motorization not only ensures smooth and safe insertion and withdrawal of the enteroscope, but, in comparison to conventional systems, it also improves maneuverability during therapeutic interventions. A large instrument channel extends the range of therapy.

Smooth and Deep Insertion
The motorized advancement, combined with the soft fins of the spiral segment, enables excellent maneuverability and insertion, providing insight into the entire intestinal lumen, which makes it easier to penetrate deep into the small intestine.

Efficiency and Ease of Use During Therapeutic Interventions
The gentle grip on the mucosa between the soft fins of the spiral segment enables precise positioning of the endoscope. The integrated water jet keeps your view clear. Thanks to the conventional endoscope length, PowerSpiral allows for efficient interventions with a broad range of endotherapeutic devices.

Substantial Reduction in Procedure Time
Lesions may be reached more quickly. First study results demonstrated that procedure times with the PowerSpiral endoscope may be substantially reduced.1, 2

The motorized spiral enteroscope is the first active endoscope to reach deep into the small intestine in a relatively short time. For me, this new technology is a genuine milestone in endoscopy that allows smooth and fast insertion for effective treatment by using standard accessories.

Prof. Dr. Horst Neuhaus
Head, Dpt. of Internal Medicine, Evangelisches Krankenhaus Düsseldorf, Germany

Versatile Features for a New Way of Enteroscopy

The PowerSpiral Enteroscope

**Motorized Spiral Enteroscopy**
The PowerSpiral enteroscope uses a unique technology where a user-controlled motor rotates the PowerSpiral overtube that is mounted on the enteroscope. The enteroscope itself does not rotate.

**Soft Spiral-Shaped Fins**
Soft spiral-shaped fins, which gently and protectively nestle against the mucosa, pull the intestine onto the enteroscope. The effect of this spiral working principle is stable guidance in the lumen of the small intestine and precise positioning of the enteroscope for treatment.

**Efficient Control**
The PowerSpiral control unit controls the rotational direction and speed of the spiral segment, which is displayed visually for monitoring on a force gauge. The force gauge provides the operator with a visual indication of the rotational direction and the motor current throughout the examination. The direction and speed of the rotation of the spiral segment are controlled by an easy-to-operate foot switch. In addition, an automated limit function stops the rotation of the spiral segment when the motor current reaches a certain limit.

**Integrated Water Jet**
The water jet function improves the accuracy of observations and efficiency of treatment by easily removing mucus and other residues in the investigated intestinal areas. Bleeding can also be detected and treated more quickly.

**Sharp and Clear HD Image**
An HD image with sharper image quality helps to provide more efficient diagnoses and therapy.
Comprehensive Service Solutions

Olympus provides a level of service support that extends beyond repairs. To make service easier and quicker, a counter on the device indicates when preventive maintenance is required. Further unique service solutions increase the system’s uptime and keep processes running reliably so as to ensure a secure investment for customers.

Training Courses and Service Solutions

Training and Service for the PowerSpiral Enteroscope

Olympus does everything possible to intensively support the proper usage of this technological innovation, ensuring that the PowerSpiral enteroscope is used safely and reliably. Thus, Olympus has consulted with experienced physicians and made training mandatory prior to use.

Training Material

Olympus has worked intensively with experienced physicians to develop an extended set of materials. In addition to a procedural manual and a collection of cases, it contains various animation videos, example video cases, and an e-learning platform to familiarize the techniques of using this new technology. Of course, users receive this set before performing their first procedure using the PowerSpiral enteroscope.

Training Courses

Olympus offers face-to-face training for new users of the PowerSpiral enteroscope. The agenda also includes hands-on training sessions, live case observations and various presentations.

Effective Treatment Options

ET Instruments and PowerSpiral System Components

Effective Treatment Options

Thanks to a 3.2 mm working channel and standard colonoscope length (1,680 mm), a great variety of compatible ET instruments from the large Olympus EndoTherapy portfolio can be used to perform various treatment procedures. Moreover, suction performance is retained while the treatment instrument is inserted, which improves efficiency.

System Components

Single-use PowerSpiral tube (DPST-1)
- Overtube with soft spiral-shaped fins.
- Attaches to the enteroscope by a plug and lock.
- No twisting or turning — the enteroscope remains in the desired position.
- Must be used with ENDOLAN — the only compatible lubricant.

PowerSpiral control unit set contains:
- PowerSpiral control unit (PSCU), which drives the integrated motor.
- Force gauge for visual indication of the rotational direction and the motor current.
- Foot switch to control rotation movement.
- Cables.
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